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THIN-FILM LIMITS OF FUNCTIONALS ON A-FREE VECTOR FIELDS
CAROLIN KREISBECK AND FILIP RINDLER
Abstract. This paper deals with variational principles on thin films subject to linear
PDE constraints represented by a constant-rank operator A. We study the effective
behavior of integral functionals as the thickness of the domain tends to zero, investigating
both upper and lower bounds for the Γ-limit. Under certain conditions we show that
the limit is an integral functional and give an explicit formula. The limit functional
turns out to be constrained to A0-free vector fields, where the limit operator A0 is
in general not of constant rank. This result extends work by Bouchitte´, Fonseca and
Mascarenhas [J. Convex Anal. 16 (2009), pp. 351–365] to the setting of A-free vector
fields. While the lower bound follows from a Young measure approach together with a
new decomposition lemma, the construction of a recovery sequence relies on algebraic
considerations in Fourier space. This part of the argument requires a careful analysis
of the limiting behavior of the rescaled operators Aε by a suitable convergence of their
symbols, as well as an explicit construction for plane waves inspired by the bending
moment formulas in the theory of (linear) elasticity. We also give a few applications to
common operators A.
MSC (2010): 49J45 (primary); 35E99, 74K35.
Keywords: dimension reduction, thin films, PDE constraints, A-quasiconvexity, Γ-con-
vergence.
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1. Introduction
For a bounded Lipschitz domain ω ⊂ Rd−1 and a given (small) thickness ε > 0, define
Ωε := ω × (0, ε). The aim of this work is to examine the thin-film limit as ε ↓ 0 for the
variational principles
Gε[v]→ min, v : Ωε → Rm with Av = 0 in Ωε, (1.1)
where the functionals Gε take the form
Gε[v] =
1
ε
∫
Ωε
g(y′, v(y)) dy.
Here, y ∈ Rd is split as y = (y′, yd) and A is the linear first order partial differential operator
Av :=
d∑
k=1
A(k)∂kv with A
(1), . . . , A(d) ∈ Rl×m.
In applications, Ωε corresponds to the reference configuration of a thin film with thickness
ε > 0, the functional Gε models the energy stored in a given vector field v : Ωε → Rm (e.g.
a deformation or a magnetic field), and the PDE constraint Av = 0 encapsulates conditions
for admissible vector fields v. For example, gradients are characterized using A = curl (as
long as ω is simply connected), whereas for solenoidal (incompressible) fields we employ
A = div. Characterizing the Γ-limit of the problems above then corresponds to identifying
the effective physical behavior of the system when the thickness ε goes to zero. Notice that
the energy density g is assumed not to depend on yd; this reflects the modeling assumption
that the film is homogeneous with respect to the thickness variable. In fact, it is also possible
to treat a dependency on yd/ε, see below.
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Figure 1. Transformation of domains.
The variational treatment of dimension reduction for functionals depending on gradients
was initiated by Le Dret and Raoult [25, 26, 27], who rigorously derived the theory of
elastic membranes from a three-dimensional elastic model. Since then there have been
many contributions in the mathematical literature, for example [3, 4, 6, 11, 33, 18]. They
include the treatment of different scalings, non-flat limiting surfaces, and inhomogeneous
materials. In [4] Bouchitte´, Fonseca and Mascarenhas studied a model in elasticity theory
that incorporates bending by keeping track of deformation away from the mid-plane in the
form of a Cosserat vector, which then appears as an internal variable in the energy functional.
This work gives a representation formula for the corresponding thin-film Γ-limit.
Dimension reduction for solenoidal vector fields was recently discussed in [24]. In this
situation, the Γ-limit of the associated energy turns out to be a local functional, characterized
entirely by the convexification of the energy density. This is in principle due to the fact that
the constraint div v = 0 is too weak to prevent the formation of arbitrary oscillations. Recent
work in the context of Ginzburg–Landau-type functionals can be found in [1, 9]. In [22],
some of the techniques developed below were used to provide an alternative approach to the
treatment of thin films in micromagnetics as proposed in [19].
The idea to work with general PDE constraints can be traced back to the theory of
compensated compactness introduced by Tartar and Murat [35, 30, 31]. The variational
theory seems to have started with Dacorogna’s article [10] and was further developed by
Fonseca and Mu¨ller [16], who extensively investigated the issue of lower semicontinuity for
functionals with A-quasiconvex integrands. Working in such a general framework allows one
to consider a variety of questions, e.g. in continuum mechanics and electromagnetism (or
even both at the same time), in a unified way. Some problems that have already been treated
within this framework, including relaxation and homogenization, can be found in [16, 7, 15,
13].
To precisely state our main result, we first transform (1.1) into a problem on the fixed
domain Ω1 = ω × (0, 1) (see Figure 1) via the parameter transformation
y = (y′, yd) = (x′, εxd) and u(x) = v(y) = v(x′, εxd). (1.2)
This re-scaling transforms the PDE constraint Av = 0 into
Aεu = 0, where Aεu :=
d−1∑
k=1
A(k)∂ku+
1
ε
A(d)∂du.
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Let f : Ω1×Rm → R be a Carathe´odory integrand that satisfies the p-growth and p-coercivity
conditions
c|v|p − C ≤ f(x, v) ≤ C(1 + |v|p) for almost every x ∈ Ω1 and all v ∈ Rm, (1.3)
where p ∈ (1,∞) and c, C > 0 are constants. We consider the functionals
Fε[u] =

∫
Ω1
f(x, u(x)) dx if u ∈ Uε,
+∞ otherwise,
Uε =
{
u ∈ Lp(Ω1;Rm) : Aεu = 0 in Ω1 (distributionally)
}
.
Functions in Uε are called “Aε-free”, see Section 2.4 for more details. Observe that we
permit f to depend on xd; this case corresponds to g in (1.1) depending on yd/ε; see [33]
for an application of this. If f(x, q) = f(x′, q), however, we have f = g.
The main task now is to establish Γ-upper and lower bounds for Fε as ε ↓ 0 with respect
to the weak topology in Lp(Ω1;Rm) and, in some cases, calculate the Γ-limit. First, we
need to define a suitable limit operator A0 such that if uε ⇀ u0 in Lp(Ω1;Rm) as ε ↓ 0 and
Aεuε = 0, then A0u = 0. With the notation M i (or [M ]i) for the ith row of the matrix M ,
the operator A0 turns out to be
A0u :=


[A(d)]i∂du if [A
(d)]i 6= 0,
d−1∑
k=1
[A(k)]i∂ku if [A
(d)]i = 0


i=1,...,l
. (1.4)
Of course, this definition depends on the form in which A is written, this point will be
clarified in Assumption A2 below. In the case A = div, this yields div0 u = ∂dud, while for
A = curl := ∇× (d = 3) one finds
curl0 u = 0 if and only if (−∂3u2, ∂3u1, ∂1u2 − ∂2u1) = 0.
Hence, we observe that the operator A is in general “lost” in the limit. This is closely related
to the fact that while our functionals are originally defined on thinner and thinner domains,
U0 might contain functions u that are not (d − 1)-dimensional in the sense that ∂du does
not necessarily vanish. In particular, minimizers of the limit functional do not have to be
(d − 1)-dimensional. While counter-intuitive, this effect is natural from a physical point of
view. In elasticity for example it relates to the theory of the Cosserat vector; see Section 6
for further comments.
Let QAf be the A-quasiconvex envelope of f with respect to the second argument, i.e.
QAf(x, v) = inf
{
−
∫
Qd
f(x, v + w(y)) dy : w ∈ C∞(Td;Rm) ∩ kerTd A,
∫
Qd
w dy = 0
}
for v ∈ Rm and x ∈ Ω1, where Td denotes the d-torus, which results from Qd := (0, 1)d
by gluing together opposite sides. We define QA0f analogously. Moreover, for v ∈ Rm and
x ∈ Ω1 set the asymptotic A0-quasiconvex envelope Q∞A0 of f to be
Q∞A0f(x, v) = limη→∞Q
η
A0f(x, v) = sup
η>0
QηA0f(x, v), (1.5)
where
QηA0f(x, v) := inf
{
−
∫
Qd
f(x, v + w(y)) dy : w ∈ C∞(Td;Rm),
η‖A0w‖W−1,1(Td;Rl) ≤ 1,
∫
Qd
w dy = 0
}
with W−1,1(Td;Rl) denoting the dual of W∞0 (Td;Rl).
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In this work we will prove the following: If f satisfies QAf = Q∞A0f (for example if f is
convex with respect to the second argument or if only QAf ≥ Q∞A0f , see Remark 2.13), then,
under further assumptions on A stated below, the Fε indeed Γ-converge to the functional
F0[u] =

∫
Ω1
QAf(x, u(x)) dx if u ∈ U0,
+∞ otherwise,
(1.6)
U0 =
{
u ∈ Lp(Ω1;Rm) : A0u = 0 in Ω1 (distributionally)
}
.
For general f , we obtain an upper and lower bound on the Γ-limit F0 of Fε involving the A-
quasiconvex envelopes of f and Q∞A0f , respectively, see Theorem 1.1 below. In this general
situation the question of whether the limit functional F0 can be represented as an integral
functional, i.e. whether F0 is local, remains an open problem. Assuming, though, that the
Γ-limit F0 of Fε is a-priori known to be local, we show in Section 5 the optimality of the
upper bound, so that F0 is given by the formula (1.6) as well.
Let us now explain the assumptions we impose on A: First, we require the constant-rank
property (Assumption A1), which was introduced by Murat in [31]. This decisive property,
along with its essential implications, is discussed in detail in Sections 2.4 and 2.5. Second,
Assumption A2 entails that the shape of A is in a specific sense non-degenerate. This
assumption can always be achieved and hence is no restriction (compare Example 2.7.2).
Third, we need to be able to (approximately) extend vector fields that are A0-free in Ω1 to
vector fields that are A0-free on the d-torus Td, where we assume without loss of generality
ω ⊂⊂ Qd−1. The precise requirement is stated in Assumption A3. Finally, towards the
end of this introduction we comment on the antisymmetry condition we impose through
Assumption A4. In Section 2.7 we show that all these conditions are satisfied for a variety
of operators A.
With all these preparations, the main result reads as follows:
Theorem 1.1. Let Ω1 = ω × (0, 1) ⊂ Rd be an open, bounded Lipschitz domain and
let f : Ω1 × Rm → R be a Carathe´odory function satisfying (1.3). Further, suppose that
Assumptions A1 – A4 below hold for A. Then:
(i) If uj ∈ Uεj (j ∈ N) and u ∈ Lp(Ω1;Rm) are such that uj ⇀ u in Lp(Ω1;Rm), then
u ∈ U0 and it holds that∫
Ω1
Q∞A0f
(
x, u(x)
)
dx ≤ lim inf
j→∞
Fεj [uj ].
(ii) For every u ∈ U0 and εj ↓ 0 for j → ∞, there exists a sequence uj ∈ Uεj (j ∈ N)
such that uj ⇀ u in L
p(Ω1;Rm) and
lim sup
j→∞
Fεj [uj ] ≤
∫
Ω1
QAf
(
x, u(x)
)
dx.
Moreover, if QAf = Q∞A0f , then Fε converges to the functional F0 in the sense of Γ-
convergence with respect to the weak topology in Lp(Ω1;Rm).
One relevant special case, where QAf and Q∞A0f coincide, is for A = div. Indeed, it
holds that Qdivf = Qdiv0f = Q∞div0f = f∗∗, where f∗∗ denotes the convex envelope of f . In
this sense, Theorem 1.1 provides a generalization of [24]. For A = curl the function Qcurlf ,
which corresponds to the classical quasiconvex envelope, is in general strictly larger than
Qcurl0f , which equals the so-called cross-quasiconvex envelope and is an upper bound on
Q∞curl0f . We discuss the details of the gradient case in Section 6.
Notice that we did not impose any boundary conditions on u. Indeed, even identifying
physically meaningful conditions turns out to be non-trivial (for example, it might be neces-
sary to require different conditions on the parts ∂ω× (0, 1) and ω× {0, 1}). Moreover, only
“natural” boundary conditions for A-free maps will be preserved under (strong or weak)
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limits. Therefore, in the current work we limit ourselves to the situation without boundary
conditions.
One cornerstone of our proof of Theorem 1.1 is a projection result that is formulated on
the torus, owing to the fact that Fourier series methods play a decisive role in its proof.
Indeed, in Theorem 2.8 we obtain projection operators Pε onto Aε-free fields by adapting
Theorem 2.14 of [16] to a parameter-dependent setting.
The proof of the lower bound, which can be found in Section 3, employs Young measures.
The key ingredient is a new decomposition lemma for a sequence of (almost) Aε-free vector
fields (see Theorem 3.2). This decomposition is then used in a blow-up argument.
The construction of the upper bound in Section 4 requires a new technique and hinges
on algebraic investigations of the symbols of the operators A,Aε and A0. This approach
to construct recovery sequences allows for a quite intuitive reasoning in Fourier space and
does not seem to have been employed before. In fact, we can explicitly compute the limit
of the symbols of Aε (see Lemma 4.3). It is important to notice that – contrary to what
one might expect initially – this algebraic limit gives rise to a different Fourier multiplier
operator than the A0 exhibited in (1.4). In general it is not of constant rank, and not even a
constant-coefficient partial differential operator. However, the two operators only differ for
waves in the (Rd−1×{0})-plane, and for those we can find a recovery sequence by deforming
in the remaining dimension. This construction is motivated by the bending moment formula
in elasticity theory and requires the antisymmetry relation in Assumption A4.
Finally, let us remark that while the Fourier methods developed in this paper provide some
interesting insights into the structure and geometry of the dimension reduction problem, they
are also the precise reason why (if we want to work on general domains) we need to require
the existence of appropriate extension operators in the sense of Assumption A3.
2. Preliminaries and technical tools
2.1. Notation. Let ω ⊂ Rd−1 be an open, bounded Lipschitz domain and set Ωε := ω×(0, ε)
for ε > 0. We will always assume without loss of generality that ω ⊂⊂ Qd−1, where
Qk := (0, 1)k denotes the k-dimensional open unit cube. Unless stated otherwise, in the
following 1 < p <∞, and p′ = p/(p− 1) is the dual exponent to p.
For a matrix A ∈ Rl×m, we denote by |A| its Frobenius norm, i.e. the vector norm on
Rlm. For x ∈ Rd, let x′ be the vector of the first d − 1 components, x′ = (x1, . . . , xd−1).
We employ ek for the kth unit vector in Rd and designate the unit sphere in Rd by Sd−1.
Moreover, R := R ∪ {∞}. For the volume of a measurable set U ⊂ Rd we use the notation
|U |, meaning |U | = Ld(U), where Ld is the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
Further, we use the letter c for constants that can be determined from the known quan-
tities. To stress dependence on a specific parameter we employ subscripts, for instance cp
indicates that c depends in particular on p. Notice that the actual values of constants may
differ from line to line.
2.2. Functions on the torus. We will often work with the d-dimensional torus Td, which
is obtained from Qd by gluing together opposite sides. On the torus, we define the space
C(Td) to contain all functions from the space C(Qd) that are also continuous over the gluing
boundaries of Td. Next, Ck(Td) with k ∈ N is the space of all Qd-periodic Ck(Qd)-functions
whose derivatives (up to kth order) can be continuously extended to Qd and are again
Qd-periodic. The norm on Ck(Td) is given by
‖ϕ‖Ck(Td) :=
∑
|α|≤k
max
{ |∂αϕ(x)| : x ∈ Qd }, ϕ ∈ Ck(Td),
where the summation is over all multi-indices α ∈ (N∪ {0})d with |α| := α1 + . . .+ αd ≤ k.
As usual, C∞(Td) is the intersection of all the spaces Ck(Td), k ∈ N. The space Lp(Td) for
p ∈ [1,∞] is simply the space Lp(Qd).
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In the following, for technical reasons, we will also use the “E-torus Td(E)”, which
results from identifying opposite sides of the open d-dimensional cuboid E ⊂ Rd. The
spaces Ck(Td(E)) with k ∈ N, C∞(Td(E)) and Lp(Td(E)) are defined analogously to the
ones on the torus Td(= Td(Qd)).
The discrete Fourier coefficients of a function f ∈ L1(Td) ∼= L1(Qd) are defined as
fˆ(ξ) :=
∫
Qd
f(x)e−2piix·ξ dx, ξ ∈ Zd,
where Zd in this context is also called the unit lattice.
2.3. Sobolev spaces on the torus. For distributions on the torus Td the right kind of
test functions are the functions in the space C∞(Td); in particular, no compact support
condition is imposed. Then, the Sobolev spaces W k,p(Td) can be defined in two different
ways: Assuming k ∈ N∪{0}, the first option is to define W k,p(Td) in the integration-by-parts
sense with the aforementioned test functions. The second way is through Fourier Analysis,
by saying that a distribution u on Td (an element of the dual space to C∞(Td)) lies in
W k,p(Td), where now k ∈ R is allowed, if and only if
(I −∆)k/2u ∈ Lp(Td).
Here (I − ∆)k/2 is the Fourier multiplier operator with symbol ξ 7→ (1 + 4pi2|ξ|2)k/2. Ac-
cordingly, the norm on W k,p(Td) can be defined either as(∑
|α|≤k
‖∂αu‖p
Lp(Td)
)1/p
for k ∈ N ∪ {0} or as ‖(I −∆)k/2u‖Lp(Td) for k ∈ R.
By virtue of the Mihlin Multiplier Theorem, for k ∈ N∪{0}, both definitions turn out to be
equivalent and the corresponding norms are comparable. It can be further shown that for
all k ∈ R the dual space to W k,p(Td) is W−k,p′(Td) with 1/p + 1/p′ = 1. Again, we have
that the two possible definitions of the dual norm in W−k,p
′
(Td) for k ∈ N ∪ {0}, namely
sup
ϕ∈Wk,p(Td),ϕ 6=0
|〈u, ϕ〉|
‖ϕ‖Wk,p(Td)
and
∥∥(I −∆)−k/2u∥∥
Lp′ (Td),
are equivalent. Of course, analogous statements also hold for the vector-valued spaces
W k,p(Td;Rm).
In this work, we will use either definition and norm according to the situation at hand.
The above assertions are standard and proofs can for example proceed along the lines of
Chapter 6 in [21] or Chapter VI of [34] (which, however, consider Fourier transforms instead
of Fourier series).
2.4. The differential operator A and its symbol. Given matrices A(1), . . . , A(d) ∈
Rl×m, we define a linear partial differential operator of first order
Au :=
d∑
k=1
A(k)∂ku, u ∈ C1(Rd;Rm). (2.1)
Its symbol is
A(ξ) :=
d∑
k=1
A(k)ξk, ξ ∈ Rd.
The partial differential operator A can be viewed as a bounded, linear operator A :
Lp(Ω;Rm)→W−1,p(Ω;Rl) with Ω ⊂ Rd open, if interpreted as
(Au)[v] := −
∫
Ω
u · AT v dx
for all u ∈ Lp(Ω;Rm) and v ∈W 1,p′0 (Ω;Rl), where AT :=
∑d
k=1(A
(k))T∂k.
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By the expression “Au = 0 in Ω” we mean
−
∫
Ω
u · ATϕ dx = 0 for all ϕ ∈ C∞c (Ω;Rl).
Similarly, for functions u on the d-torus Td the statement “Au = 0 in Td” for some
u ∈ Lp(Td;Rm) is understood in the sense of distributions on Td, i.e.
−
∫
Qd
u · ATϕ dx = 0 for all ϕ ∈ C∞(Td;Rl).
This can be expressed equivalently as the algebraic equations
A(ξ)uˆ(ξ) = 0 ∈ Rl for all ξ ∈ Zd.
Notice that the condition “Au = 0 in Td” also includes the requirement that this equation
holds over the gluing boundaries of Td when thinking of Td as originating from Qd by gluing.
So the condition “Au = 0 in Qd” (which only uses test functions of the class C∞c (Qd;Rl))
is in general strictly weaker, even if u is differentiable in the classical sense. Analogously
to the A-freeness in Td we define “Au = 0 in Td(E)” by duality with test functions in
C∞(Td(E);Rl). In all of the following, kerΩA is the set of all u ∈ L1(Ω;Rm) such that
Au = 0 in Ω (in the above sense). Analogously, we define kerTd A and kerTd(E)A.
As usual in the theory of A-free vector fields, we assume the following fundamental
condition:
Assumption A1 (Constant-rank property). The rank of the matrix A(ξ) is constant
for all ξ ∈ Rd \ {0}, i.e. there is r ∈ N such that
rankA(ξ) = r for all ξ ∈ Rd \ {0}.
We refer to [31, 35, 36, 16] for more information about the constant-rank property and
A-free vector fields.
2.5. The operators Aε and A0. Before we come to the definition of Aε and A0, we state
the following technical assumption on A, which will turn out to be important:
Assumption A2 (No linearly dependent rows in A(d)). The number of non-zero rows
of the matrix A(d) is equal to the rank of A(d).
Assuming the constant-rank property Assumption A1, this assumption entails that the
number of non-zero rows of the matrix A(d) is equal to the rank of A(ξ) for all ξ ∈ Rd \ {0}
(see Lemma 2.2 below).
Notice that Assumption A2 imposes no restriction, because we can always achieve it by
Gaussian elimination, i.e. adding multiples of rows to other rows until Assumption A2 is
satisfied. Depending on the specific operator at hand there might also be a more intuitive
way of adapting A to Assumption A2 (see Example 2.7.2 for an explicit discussion of this
matter in the case A = curl).
Using the convention that M i (or [M ]i) denotes the ith row of the matrix M , we define
for ε > 0 and u ∈ C1(Rd;Rm),
Aεu :=
d−1∑
k=1
A(k)∂ku+
1
ε
A(d)∂du, (2.2)
A0u :=


[A(d)]i∂du if [A
(d)]i 6= 0,
d−1∑
k=1
[A(k)]i∂ku if [A
(d)]i = 0,


i=1,...,l
.
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Notice also that for the line-by-line definition ofA0 it is essential that we require the technical
assumption above, for otherwise we might get a substantially different A0. This can be seen
through the following example:
Example 2.1. In two dimensions, consider the constant-rank operator A defined as
Au :=
(
0 1
0 0
)
∂1u+
(
0 1
0 1
)
∂2u.
Clearly, this A does not satisfy Assumption A2. If we still apply the previous definition for
A0, we get
A0u =
(
0 1
0 1
)
∂2u.
This, however, is not the right operator for our purposes: Every smooth function u =
(u1, u2)
T with Au = 0 satisfies not only
∂1u2+∂2u2 = 0,
∂2u2 = 0,
but also, by subtracting the second condition from the first,
∂1u2 = 0.
For an Aε-free sequence, this property would clearly also hold for the limit, but in the above
definition of A0 it does not appear. This shows the need to eliminate linearly dependent
rows from A(d).
For the symbols of Aε and A0, we have
Aε(ξ) :=
d−1∑
k=1
A(k)ξk +
1
ε
A(d)ξd for ε > 0,
A0(ξ) :=


[A(d)]iξd if [A
(d)]i 6= 0,
d−1∑
k=1
[A(k)]iξk if [A
(d)]i = 0,


i=1,...,l
, ξ ∈ Rd.
Notice that even under Assumption A1, the constant-rank property cannot be guaranteed
for A0 (see Section 2.7). Regarding Aε, however, it is satisfied for all ε > 0:
Lemma 2.2. If A is a constant-rank operator in the sense of Assumption A1, then
rankAε(ξ) = rankA(d)
for all ξ ∈ Rd \ {0} and ε > 0.
Proof. We define ξε := (ξ
′, ε−1ξd) for ξ ∈ Rd \ {0}, and observe that
A(ξε) =
d−1∑
k=1
A(k)ξk +
1
ε
A(d)ξd = Aε(ξ).
In view of the fact that A(ed) = A(d), the constant-rank property of Assumption A1 implies
rankAε(ξ) = rankA(ξε) = rankA(ed) = rankA(d),
from which the assertion follows. 
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Next let us introduce some notation and provide an auxiliary result in Lemma 2.3. Unless
stated otherwise we assume in the following that A satisfies Assumptions A1 and A2. We
write
A(d) =
[
A
(d)
+
A
(d)
−
]
=
[
A
(d)
+
0
]
and A(ξ) =
[
A(ξ)+
A(ξ)−
]
=
[
A(ξ)+
A′(ξ′)−
]
, (2.3)
where ξ = (ξ′, ξd) ∈ Rd, A(d)+ ∈ Rr×m, and A′(η) =
∑d−1
k=1A
(k)ηk for η ∈ Rd−1. Notice that
A
(d)
+ has r linearly independent rows, which are exactly the non-zero rows of A
(d) according
to Assumption A2, and A
(d)
− = 0 ∈ R(l−r)×m. Then,
Aε(ξ) =
[
Aε(ξ)+
Aε(ξ)−
]
=
[
Aε(ξ)+
A′(ξ′)−
]
and A0(ξ) =
[
A0(ξ)+
A0(ξ)−
]
=
[
A
(d)
+ ξd
A′(ξ′)−
]
.
In the following we use the notation A+ and A− to refer to the differential operator with
symbol A(ξ)+ and A(ξ)−, respectively.
Lemma 2.3. Let A be a constant-rank operator of the form (2.1). If ξ ∈ Rd with ξd 6= 0,
then A′(ξ′)− is linearly dependent on A(d)+ , i.e. each row of A′(ξ′)− can be written as a linear
combination of rows of A
(d)
+ .
Proof. Since the cases l = r and m = r are trivial, we may assume in the following that
l ≥ r + 1 and m ≥ r + 1. First let us show that, provided ε > 0 is sufficiently small,
rankAε(ξ)+ = r for ξ ∈ Rd such that ξd 6= 0. (2.4)
We observe that εAε(ξ)+ → A(d)+ ξd as ε tends to 0. Recall that rankA(d)+ = r, select an
(r × r)-submatrix M(A(d)+ ) with detM(A(d)+ ) 6= 0 and let M(Aε(ξ)+) be the corresponding
submatrix of Aε(ξ)+. Then,
εr detM(Aε(ξ)+) = detM(εAε(ξ)+)→ detM(A(d)+ ξd) = ξrd detM(A(d)+ ) 6= 0 as ε→ 0.
Hence, rankAε(ξ)+ ≥ r for ε > 0 small enough. On the other hand, we infer from Lemma 2.2
that
r = rankAε(ξ) = rank
[
Aε(ξ)+
A′(ξ′)−
]
,
which implies rankAε(ξ)+ ≤ r and finishes the proof of (2.4).
Next we define
Mε(ξ) =
[
εAε(ξ)+
A′(ξ′)−
]
.
Then, rankMε(ξ) = rankAε(ξ)+ = r, because all rows of A′(ξ′)− can be written as linear
combinations of rows of Aε(ξ)+, and
Mε(ξ)→ A0(ξ) as ε→ 0.
Choose any [(r + 1) × (r + 1)]-submatrix M(A0(ξ)) and M(Mε(ξ)) involving the first
r rows. By the continuity of the determinant, detM(A0(ξ)) = limε→0 detM(Mε(ξ)) = 0.
The assertion follows, since the first r rows of A(d) are linearly independent according to
Assumption A2. 
Remark 2.4. In particular, Lemma 2.3 implies that rankA0(ξ) = rankA(ξ) = r for all
ξ ∈ Rd with ξd 6= 0.
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2.6. Approximate extensions and antisymmetry conditions. The final two assump-
tions are necessary for the proof of the upper bound in Section 4. As alluded to in the
introduction, we have to require that A0-free fields in Ω1 can be extended approximately to
be A0-free on the torus. This is necessary to provide the correct context for the application
of our Fourier methods.
Assumption A3 (Approximate extension). Suppose u ∈ Lp(Ω1;Rm) with A0u = 0
in Ω1. Then there exists a sequence (u¯j)j ⊂ Lp(Qd;Rm) such that u¯j is A0-free in Td for
each j ∈ N and u¯j → u in Lp(Ω1;Rm) as j →∞.
Remark 2.5. For the moment let us allow for more general domains Ω ⊂ Td (as opposed to
our standard requirement Ω1 = ω× (0, 1) with ω ⊂⊂ Qd−1). Assuming Ω = Td, we observe
that the extension property is trivially fulfilled for any A0. In comparison to employing
Ω = Qd, working on the d-torus implicitly imposes additional boundary conditions on A-
free functions. Indeed, for u ∈ C1(Qd;Rm) we can integrate by parts to get∫
Qd
Au · v dx = −
∫
Qd
u · AT v dx+
∫
∂Qd
A(n)u · v dHd−1, v ∈ C1(Qd;Rl),
where n : ∂Qd → Sd−1 is the exterior unit normal of Qd. Hence, Au = 0 in Td if and only
if Au = 0 in Qd and
A(ej)u|∂Qd∩{xj=0} = A(ej)u|∂Qd∩{xj=1} for all j = 1, . . . , d.
Moreover, the construction of a recovery sequence for plane waves requires the following:
Assumption A4 (Antisymmetry relation). The matrices A(k) ∈ Rl×m in (2.1) are
such that
A(k)(A(d))†A(j) = −A(j)(A(d))†A(k) for k, j = 1, . . . , d− 1, (2.5)
where (A(d))† ∈ Rm×l is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of A(d).
This assumption in particular entails that A(k)(A(d))†A(k) = 0 for k = 1, . . . , d− 1.
2.7. Examples and applications. In this section we investigate in detail the two most
prominent constant-rank operators, which are div and curl, and list some more applications
in which A-free vector fields play a decisive role (see also Remark 3.3 of [16], [7], [24], [35]
and [36]). In particular, we discuss Assumptions A1–A4.
2.7.1. A = div. This case corresponds to working on solenoidal vector fields. Regarding the
notation of (2.1), here m = d > 1 and l = 1. For u : Rd → Rd we have
div u = ∇ · u =
d∑
k=1
∂kuk =
d∑
k=1
A
(k)
div∂ku
with A
(k)
div := e
T
k ∈ R1×d. Clearly, Assumption A2 is true. Moreover, div meets As-
sumption A4, since A
(k)
div(A
(d)
div)
† = eTk ed = 0 for k = 1, . . . , d − 1. The symbol of div
reads Adiv(ξ) = ξT with ξ ∈ Rd, so that kerAdiv(ξ) = {v ∈ Rd : ξ · v = 0}. Hence,
dim kerAdiv(ξ) = d − 1 for all ξ ∈ Rd \ {0} and div fulfills the constant-rank condition of
Assumption A1 with r = 1. Now consider for ε > 0,
divε u =
d−1∑
k=1
∂kuk +
1
ε
∂dud
or in short notation divε u = ∇ε · u, where ∇ε = (∂1, . . . , ∂d−1, ε−1∂d)T . In view of (2.2), it
holds that div0 u = ∂dud. Then, for ξ ∈ Rd one has kerAdiv0(ξ) =
{
v ∈ Rd : ξdvd = 0
}
, so
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that
dim kerAdiv0(ξ) =
{
d− 1 if ξd 6= 0,
d if ξd = 0.
This entails that div0 is not of constant rank.
Regarding Assumption A3 we observe: If u ∈ Lp(Ω1;Rm) with div0 u = ∂dud = 0 in Ω1,
then ud has to be constant with respect to the xd-variable, and extending u by zero to Q
d
(we call this extension u¯) preserves this property. Thus, div0 u¯ = 0 in Td, which means that
there is even an exact extension of u.
2.7.2. A = curl. The curl of a matrix-valued function F : Rd → Rn×d is defined row by row
as
(curlF )ijk = ∂jF
i
k − ∂kF ij , 1 ≤ j, k ≤ d and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (2.6)
Assume that d > 1. In terms of (2.1) we have m = nd, l = d2n and(
A
(r)
curl
)
ijk,qp
= δrjδqiδpk − δrkδqiδpj , 1 ≤ j, k, p, r ≤ d and 1 ≤ i, q ≤ n. (2.7)
Moreover,
kerAcurl(ξ) =
{
G ∈ Rn×d : ξjGik − ξkGij = 0, 1 ≤ j, k ≤ d and 1 ≤ i ≤ n
}
=
{
G ∈ Rn×d : G = a⊗ ξ, a ∈ Rn } , ξ ∈ Rd,
which shows that curl meets Assumption A1 with r = n(d − 1), since dim kerAcurl(ξ) = n
for all ξ ∈ Rd \ {0}.
As pointed out in Section 2.5, before we can state the correct limit operator curl0 of curlε,
we have to check Assumption A2 first. A close look at (2.7) reveals that the number of non-
zero rows of A
(d)
curl is 2n(d− 1), while the rank of A(d)curl is only n(d− 1). The reason for this
is a redundancy in the definition of curl in (2.6). To obtain an operator that is equivalent
to curl (in the sense that the kernels coincide) and fits into the framework of this work, we
need to get rid of this symmetry. Here we simply choose the additional requirement k < j
in (2.6). Then l = (d/2)(d − 1)n. In the case d = 3 we can also equivalently use the more
natural definition curlF i := ∇ × F i (row-wise). Notice that we refer to curl in this new
form from now on without change of notation. Then,
(
curlε F
)
ijk
=
{
1
ε∂dF
i
k − ∂kF id if 1 ≤ k ≤ d− 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
∂jF
i
k − ∂kF ij if 1 ≤ j, k ≤ d− 1 and k < j and 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
and the corresponding limit operator reads
(
curl0 F
)
ijk
=
{
∂dF
i
k if 1 ≤ k ≤ d− 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
∂jF
i
k − ∂kF ij if 1 ≤ j, k ≤ d− 1 and k < j and 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
(2.8)
Let us remark in passing that curl0 is another example of an operator failing to have
constant rank. Indeed, for ξ ∈ Rd \ {0},
kerAcurl0(ξ) =
{{
G ∈ Rn×d : G = (0|Gd)
}
if ξd 6= 0,{
G ∈ Rn×d : G = (a⊗ ξ′|Gd), a ∈ Rn
}
if ξd = 0.
Thus, dim kerAcurl0(ξ) = n if ξd 6= 0 and dim kerAcurl0(ξ) = 2n if ξd = 0.
For A0 = curl0 one can prove an exact extension result, which implies Assumption A3:
Lemma 2.6. Let ω ⊂⊂ Qd−1 be open, bounded and simply connected, and assume F ∈
Lp(Ω1;Rn×d) is curl0-free in Ω1. Then there exists F¯ ∈ Lp(Td;Rn×d) such that F¯ |Ω1 = F
and curl0 F¯ = 0 in Td.
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Proof. In view of the representation of curl0 in (2.8) we find that F
′ := (F1| · · · |Fd−1)
depends only on x′ and is curl-free in ω ⊂ Rd−1 (here curl stands for the (d−1)-dimensional
curl-operator). Since ω is simply connected, F ′ possesses a potential. Precisely, there exists
v ∈ W 1,p(ω;Rn) such that F ′ = ∇v. Let v¯ ∈ W 1,p(Qd−1;Rn) be a standard Sobolev
extension of v with supp v¯ ⊂⊂ Qd−1. Then v¯ ∈ W 1,p(Td−1;Rn). By setting F¯ ′ = ∇v¯ and
extending Fd by zero to Q
d, we end up with F¯ , which is curl0-free in Td by construction. 
Finally, curl is antisymmetric in the sense of Assumption A4. For d = 3 and n = 1 with
curl in the form curl = ∇× this is easy to see. Indeed, in this case one has
A
(1)
curl =
 0 0 00 0 −1
0 1 0
 , A(2)curl =
 0 0 10 0 0
−1 0 0
 , A(3)curl =
 0 −1 01 0 0
0 0 0
 ,
and (A
(3)
curl)
† = (A(3)curl)
T = −A(3)curl. Now it is just a matter of simple matrix multiplication to
check that (2.5) holds. Notice that for n ≥ 2 the above reasoning can be applied row-wise.
2.7.3. Static Maxwell equations. The relation between the magnetization M : Ω1 → R3 of
a ferromagnetic body modeled by Ω1 ⊂ R3 and its induced magnetic field H : R3 → R3 is
governed by the static Maxwell equations
div(M +H) = 0, curlH = 0 in R3,
(where M is identified with its trivial extension by zero) or equivalently, by
Amag
( M
H
)
= 0 in R3, with A = Amag =
( div div
0 curl
)
.
In fact, it is easy to verify that Amag satisfies Assumptions A1 (with r = 3) and A2. For
more details and for the precise form of Amag0 we refer to [22].
Notice that problems in magnetostatics are naturally defined on the whole space. There-
fore, no extension property in the sense of Assumption A3 is needed; instead one has to
adapt the reasoning of this paper to functions on R3. In particular, this involves replacing
the Fourier series in the projection arguments of the next section by Fourier transforms.
A detailed discussion can be found in [22]. As regards Assumption A4, it is not satisfied.
However, when it comes to the construction of a recovery sequence in this set-up, the plane
wave parts disappear anyway, so that Assumption A4 not needed here (see [22]).
2.7.4. An example by Tartar. With d = 2 let u : Ω1 → R4 and consider the constraint
Au = 0 defined through
∂1u
1 + ∂2u
2 = 0, ∂1u
3 + ∂2u
4 = 0,
compare [36]. Then
A(1) =
(
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
)
and A(2) =
(
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
)
.
We point out that A is of constant rank with r = 2 and trivially meets Assumption A2.
Besides, one can check that Assumption A4 is satisfied as well. For the limit operator we
have A0 = A(2)∂2. Regarding Assumption A3 we observe that the trivial extension by zero
of any u ∈ kerΩ1 A0 is A0-free on T2.
2.8. Projections. In this section an extension of the classical projection result onto A-free
vector fields of Lemma 2.14 in [16] is presented. We deal with the situation of parameter-
dependent (constant-rank) operators by means of the Mihlin Multiplier Theorem in con-
junction with a scaling argument (see Theorem 2.8).
A detailed introduction to the topic of Fourier multipliers is provided for instance in
[20] or [34]. Notice that, generally speaking, results obtained for the Fourier transform carry
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over to Fourier series and vice versa; for these transference techniques we refer to Section 3.6
of [20].
First let us recall a few basic facts from Harmonic Analysis. The Fourier transform Ff
of a rapidly decaying test function f ∈ S(Rd) is
Ff(ξ) :=
∫
Rd
f(x)e−2piix·ξ dx, ξ ∈ Rd,
and the inverse Fourier transform is F−1f(ξ) := Ff(−ξ). We also define the multiplier
operator Tm for m : Rd \ {0} → R by
Tmf = F−1(mFf), f ∈ S(Rd),
whenever this makes sense. We call m an Lp-multiplier on Rd if Tm extends to a bounded
linear operator in Lp(Rd). Finally, let ‖ q‖Mp(Rd) denote the norm on the space of Lp-
multipliers on Rd,
‖m‖Mp(Rd) = ‖Tm‖Lin(Lp(Rd);Lp(Rd)).
For λ > 0 we define a linear scaling operator τλ that acts on functions m : Rd \ {0} → R
through
τλm(ξ) := m
(
ξ′, λ−1ξd
)
, ξ ∈ Rd \ {0}.
As an operator between Lp spaces τλ : L
p(Rd)→ Lp(Rd) is bounded and its operator norm
satisfies
‖τλ‖Lin(Lp(Rd);Lp(Rd)) = λ1/p. (2.9)
The next lemma contains a scaling argument for Fourier multipliers on Rd.
Lemma 2.7. Let λ > 0 and 1 ≤ p < ∞. If m : Rd \ {0} → R is an Lp-multiplier, then
τλm is an L
p-multiplier as well and it holds that
‖τλm‖Mp(Rd) = ‖m‖Mp(Rd).
Proof. A straightforward calculation based on change of variables and the properties of the
Fourier transformation F shows that
T(τλm)f = τλ−1Tm(τλf), f ∈ S(Rd).
Then, in view of (2.9) one may infer
‖τλm‖Mp(Rd) = ‖τλ−1Tm(τλ q)‖Lin(Lp(Rd);Lp(Rd))
≤ λ−1/p ‖Tm‖Lin(Lp(Rd);Lp(Rd)) λ1/p = ‖m‖Mp(Rd). (2.10)
Using the same argument once again with λ and m replaced by 1/λ and τλm, respectively,
proves
‖m‖Mp(Rd) = ‖τ1/λ(τλm)‖Mp(Rd) ≤ ‖τλm‖Mp(Rd),
which together with (2.10) implies the statement. 
For ε > 0 and a constant-rank operator A, consider for every ξ ∈ Rd \ {0} the orthogonal
projector Pε(ξ) ∈ Lin(Rm;Rm) onto kerAε(ξ), and define Qε(ξ) ∈ Lin(Rl;Rm) by
Qε(ξ)v =
{
z − Pε(ξ)z for v ∈ rangeAε(ξ) with v = Aε(ξ)z, z ∈ Rm,
0 for v ∈ (rangeAε(ξ))⊥.
Notice that Qε(ξ) is well-defined.
Suppose thatA satisfies Assumption A1 and let ε > 0. Then, Pε : Rd\{0} → Lin(Rm;Rm)
is 0-homogeneous and smooth, similarly Qε : Rd \ {0} → Lin(Rl;Rm) is (−1)-homogeneous
and smooth. These properties follow from the definition and the constant-rank property of
Aε, which is uniform in ε by Lemma 2.2.
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Since the operators Pε and Q∗ε := Qε( q/| q|) are 0-homogeneous and smooth on Sd−1 for
all ε > 0, they are Lp-Fourier multipliers on Rd by the Mihlin Multiplier Theorem (see e.g.
[20]) and we have the estimates
‖Pε‖Mp(Rd;Lin(Rm;Rm)) ≤ cd max{p, (p− 1)−1}CM (Pε), (2.11)
‖Q∗ε‖Mp(Rd;Lin(Rl;Rm)) ≤ cd max{p, (p− 1)−1}CM (Q∗ε), (2.12)
where
CM (m) = sup
{ |ξ||α|∣∣∂αξm(ξ)∣∣ : ξ ∈ Rd \ {0}, α ∈ (N ∪ {0})d such that |α| ≤ bd/2c+ 1}
for any m : Rd \ {0} → Rn with n ∈ N. Notice that in (2.11) and (2.12) the right-hand sides
still depend on ε.
Using Aε(ξ) = A1(ξε) with ξε = (ξ′, ε−1ξd), we derive the relation
Pε(ξ) = P1(ξε) = (τεP1)(ξ), ξ ∈ Rd \ {0}.
Hence, one may infer from Lemma 2.7 and (2.11) that
‖Pε‖Mp(Rd;Lin(Rm;Rm)) = ‖P1‖Mp(Rd;Lin(Rm;Rm)) ≤ Cd,p,P1 <∞, (2.13)
where the upper bound is now uniform in ε. For Q∗ε we obtain
Q∗ε(ξ) = Qε
(
ξ
|ξ|
)
=
|ξ|
|ξε| Qε
(
ξ
|ξε|
)
=
|ξ|
|ξε| Q1
(
ξε
|ξε|
)
=
|ξ|
|ξε| Q
∗
1(ξε)
=
|ξ|
|ξε| (τεQ
∗
1)(ξ) = mε(ξ)(τεQ∗1)(ξ), ξ ∈ Rd \ {0}.
Here mε : Rd \ {0} → R is defined by mε(ξ) = |ξ|/|ξε| with ξ ∈ Rd \ {0}. If ε ∈ (0, 1], then
|ξα∂αξmε(ξ)| ≤ 2d
for all ξ ∈ (R \ {0})d and all multi-indices α ∈ {0, 1}d. Hence, by the Lizorkin Multiplier
Theorem [28], {mε}ε∈(0,1] is a family of Lp-Fourier multipliers on Rd that is uniformly
bounded in ε, i.e.
‖mε‖Mp(Rd) ≤ Cd,p <∞.
Together with the scaling argument of Lemma 2.7 this entails
‖Q∗ε‖Mp(Rd;Lin(Rl;Rm)) ≤ ‖mε‖Mp(Rd)‖τεQ∗1‖Mp(Rd;Lin(Rl;Rm)) ≤ Cd,p,Q∗1 <∞ (2.14)
for all ε ∈ (0, 1].
Finally, by transference, both {Pε(j)}j∈Zd\{0} and {Q∗ε(j)}j∈Zd\{0} are discrete Lp-Fourier
multipliers.
In the sequel, for all ε > 0, we employ the discrete Fourier multiplier operators Pε defined
on Lp(Td;Rm) ∼= Lp(Qd;Rm) by
Pεu(x) := uˆ(0) +
∑
ξ∈Zd\{0}
Pε(ξ)uˆ(ξ)e2piix·ξ, x ∈ Qd. (2.15)
Notice that we include the constant part uˆ(0) in the definition, in contrast to other projection
results.
Theorem 2.8 (Projection onto Aε-free fields). Let p ∈ (1,∞) and let A satisfy As-
sumption A1. Then, for every ε ∈ (0, 1], the operators Pε satisfy the following properties
for all u ∈ Lp(Td;Rm):
(i) (Pε ◦ Pε)u = Pεu.
(ii) Pεu is Aε-free in Td.
(iii) The operators Pε are uniformly bounded with respect to ε, i.e.
‖Pεu‖Lp(Td;Rm) ≤ cp‖u‖Lp(Td;Rm)
with a constant cp > 0 independent of ε.
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(iv) There exists a constant cp > 0 such that
‖u− Pεu‖Lp(Td;Rm) ≤ cp‖Aεu‖W−1,p(Td;Rl)
for all ε > 0.
(v) Let εj ↓ 0 as j →∞ and suppose (uj)j ⊂ Lp(Td;Rm) is a p-equiintegrable sequence.
Then the sequence (Pεjuj)j is still p-equiintegrable.
Proof. Assertion (iii) follows immediately from the properties of {Pε(j)}j∈Zd\{0} as a discrete
Lp-Fourier multiplier, in particular (2.13).
The properties (i) and (ii) can be seen directly from the definition of Pε in (2.15). For
the proof of (iv) notice that for any u ∈ C∞(Td;Rm)
u(x) = uˆ(0) +
∑
ξ∈Zd\{0}
uˆ(ξ)e2piix·ξ, x ∈ Qd,
where this series converges uniformly and absolutely. Then, by defining
wˆε(ξ) := |ξ|−1Aε(ξ)uˆ(ξ)
(notice that Aε(0) = 0 and set wˆε(0) = 0) and accounting for the (−1)-homogeneity of Qε,
one obtains for x ∈ Qd that
(u− Pεu)(x) =
∑
ξ∈Zd\{0}
Qε
(
ξ/|ξ|)|ξ|−1Aε(ξ)uˆ(ξ)e2piix·ξ
=
∑
ξ∈Zd\{0}
Q∗ε(ξ)wˆε(ξ)e2piix·ξ.
Since {Q∗ε(j)}j∈Zd\{0} are discrete Lp-Fourier multipliers with norms bounded uniformly
with respect to ε ∈ (0, 1], see (2.14), we have
‖u− Pεu‖Lp(Td;Rm) ≤ cp‖wε‖Lp(Td;Rl).
Using the definitions of Sobolev spaces on the torus, see Section 2.3, and the fact that
lim sup|ξ|→∞(1 + 4pi
2|ξ|2)1/2/|ξ| < ∞ we have (again by the Mihlin Multiplier Theorem)
that
‖wε‖Lp(Td;Rl) ≤ cp‖Aεu‖W−1,p(Td;Rl),
and so the claim holds in the case of smooth functions. The general result for u ∈ Lp(Td;Rm)
follows by a density argument.
In view of (iii) the proof of (v) is exactly the same as the one of Lemma 2.14 (iv) in [16]. 
Remark 2.9. The essential improvement of Theorem 2.8 in comparison to Lemma 2.14
in [16] is that all constants are uniform with respect to ε. In the above reasoning we
employed a scaling argument together with the Mihlin Multiplier Theorem, before arguing
with the Lizorkin Multiplier Theorem, to achieve that. Alternatively, one can use the
Lizorkin Multiplier Theorem [28] right away. Then the expressions CM (Pε) in (2.11) and
CM (Q∗ε) in (2.12) are replaced by
CL(Pε) = sup
{ ∣∣ξα∂αξ Pε(ξ)∣∣ : ξ ∈ (R \ {0})d, α ∈ {0, 1}d }
= sup
{ ∣∣ξα∂αξ P1(ξ)∣∣ : ξ ∈ (R \ {0})d, α ∈ {0, 1}d } = CL(P1),
and
CL(Q∗ε) = sup
{ ∣∣ξα∂αξ Q∗ε(ξ)∣∣ : ξ ∈ (R \ {0})d, α ∈ {0, 1}d }
≤ sup{ ∣∣ξα∂αξmε(ξ)∣∣ : ξ ∈ (R \ {0})d, α ∈ {0, 1}d }
· sup{ ∣∣ξα∂αξ Q∗1(ξ)∣∣ : ξ ∈ (R \ {0})d, α ∈ {0, 1}d }
= CL(mε)CL(Q∗1) ≤ 2d CL(Q∗1),
respectively, for ε ∈ (0, 1].
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2.9. Aε-quasiconvexity and asymptotic A0-quasiconvexity. The notion ofA-quasicon-
vexity was first introduced and studied by Dacorogna [10].
Definition 2.10 (A-quasiconvexity). A function f : Rm → R is called A-quasiconvex,
if
f(v) ≤ −
∫
Qd
f(v + w(y)) dy
for all v ∈ Rm and all w ∈ C∞(Td;Rm) with Aw = 0 in Td and ∫
Qd
w dy = 0.
Remark 2.11. 1. By a simple scaling argument it can be seen that the choice of Qd as a
domain is not essential, but can be replaced by any open cuboid E ⊂ Rd, if we choose test
functions w ∈ C∞(Td(E);Rm) with Aw = 0 in Td(E) and ∫
E
w dy = 0.
2. If f is a continuous function with p-growth, i.e. |f(v)| ≤ C(1 + |v|p) for all v ∈
Rm, the space C∞(Td;Rm) in Definition 2.10 may be replaced by Lp(Qd;Rm) (compare
Remark 3.3 (ii) of [16]).
3. Let us point out that the above definition does not need the operator A to satisfy a
constant-rank property.
The A-quasiconvex envelope of a function f : Rm → R, denoted QAf , is defined as
QAf(v) = inf
{
−
∫
Qd
f(v + w(y)) dy : w ∈ C∞(Td;Rm) ∩ kerTd A,
∫
Qd
w dy = 0
}
.
If A is of constant rank and f is continuous, then QAf can be proven to be A-quasiconvex
and upper semicontinuous (see Proposition 3.4 of [16]). Notice that in general, though, QAf
is not continuous even if f is smooth. Counterexamples can be found in Remark 3.5 (ii) of
[16]. In the special cases A = div and A = curl, however, continuity ensues. Indeed,
Qdivf is exactly the convexification of f , while Qcurlf is a quasiconvex function and hence
continuous.
It is instructive to observe that the notion of Aε-quasiconvexity is independent of ε:
Lemma 2.12. For all ε > 0 and δ > 0 it holds that a function f : Rm → R is Aε-
quasiconvex if and only if it is Aδ-quasiconvex.
As a consequence of the lemma, QAεf = QAδf = QAf for all ε, δ > 0 (notice A1 = A).
Proof. Assume that f is Aε-quasiconvex and let w ∈ C∞(Td;Rm) with Aδw = 0 in Td,∫
Qd
w dx = 0. Consider the transformation of variables given by z = (z′, zd) = (y′, (δ/ε)yd)
and set w˜(z) = w(z′, (ε/δ)zd) for z ∈ E := (0, 1)d−1 × (0, δ/ε). Then, w˜ is E-periodic,
Aε-free in Td(E) and has mean value zero over E. Hence, in view of Remark 2.11 1. it
follows by the Aε-quasiconvexity of f that
−
∫
Qd
f(v + w(y)) dy =
ε
δ
∫
E
f
(
v + w (z′, (ε/δ)zd)
)
dz
= −
∫
E
f(v + w˜(z)) dz ≥ f(v)
for all v ∈ Rm. 
As already introduced in the introduction, we also define the asymptotic A0-quasiconvex
envelope of a continuous f : Rm → R as follows:
Q∞A0f(v) = limη→∞Q
η
A0f(v) = sup
η>0
QηA0f(v), v ∈ Rm,
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where
QηA0f(v) := inf
{
−
∫
Qd
f(v + w(y)) dy : w ∈ C∞(Td;Rm), (2.16)
η‖A0w‖W−1,1(Td;Rl) ≤ 1,
∫
Qd
w dy = 0
}
with W−1,1(Td;Rl) the dual space of W 1,∞0 (Td;Rl).
Analogously to Proposition 3.4 in [16], we get that QηA0f is upper semicontinuous for all
η > 0. Moreover, if f is continuous with p-growth, an approximation argument similar to
that in Remark 2.11 2. allows us to replace C∞(Td;Rm) in (2.16) with Lp(Qd;Rm). Also
notice that by definition Q∞A0f ≤ QA0f .
Remark 2.13. If A and f : Rm → R meet the requirements of Theorem 1.1, one obtains
that
∫
Ω1
Q∞A0f(u) dx ≤
∫
Ω1
QAf(u) dx for all u ∈ Lp(Ω1;Rm) ∩ kerΩ1 A0. Testing with
constant fields results in Q∞A0f(v) ≤ QAf(v) for all v ∈ Rm. Hence, if f is asymptotically
A0-quasiconvex, i.e. f = Q∞A0f , we may argue that f = Q∞A0f ≤ QAf ≤ f , which implies
QAf = f and in particular the A-quasiconvexity of f .
We say that a function f : Ω1 × Rm → R is A-quasiconvex, if f(x, q) is A-quasiconvex
for almost all x ∈ Ω1. Accordingly, the A-quasiconvex and asymptotic A0-quasiconvex
envelopes of f , that is QAf,Q∞A0f : Ω1 × Rm → R, are given by QAf(x, q) and Q∞A0f(x, q),
respectively, in the above sense for almost every x ∈ Ω1.
Lemma 2.14. Let A have constant rank. If f : Ω1×Rm → R is a Carathe´odory function,
then −QAf is a normal integrand.
Proof. In view of the upper semicontinuity of QAf(x, q) for almost all x ∈ Ω1 and of Theo-
rem 6.28 of [14] it is sufficient to show that for every ε > 0 there exists a closed set Kε ⊂ Ω1
with |Ω1 \Kε| ≤ ε such that QAf |Kε×Rm is upper semicontinuous.
For Kε we pick the compact set resulting from the Scorza–Dragoni Theorem applied to
f and proceed similarly to the proof of Proposition 3.4 (Case 1) in [16] showing that QRAf ,
which is defined for almost every x ∈ Ω1 and v ∈ Rm by
QRAf(x, v) := inf
{
−
∫
Qd
f(x, v + w(y)) dy : w ∈ C∞(Td;Rm) ∩ kerTd A,
∫
Qd
w dy = 0, ‖w‖L∞(Qd;Rm) ≤ R
}
is continuous on Kε × Rm for all R > 0. If (xk)k ⊂ Kε with xk → x and (vk)k ⊂ Rm with
vk → v, then
lim sup
k→∞
QAf(xk, vk) ≤ lim sup
k→∞
QRAf(xk, vk) = QRAf(x, v).
Finally, since (QRAf)R is a decreasing sequence converging pointwise to QAf as R→∞, the
claim is proven. 
Remark 2.15. 1. The preceding lemma implies that for a constant-rank operator A the
integrand QAf( q, u( q)) in Theorem 1.1 is Lebesgue measurable. We remark that measurabil-
ity of QAf( q, u( q)), where u is an A-free Lp-function in Ω1 and f satisfies (1.3), also follows
implicitly from the localization approach in the proof of the relaxation result Theorem 1.1
in [7] and is essentially a consequence of the representation formula in Lemma 3.5 of [7] in
conjuction with the Radon–Nikody´m Theorem.
2. Notice that if f is Carathe´odory, then for u : Ω1 → Rm the compound function
Q∞A0f( q, u( q)) is measurable since it is the pointwise limit of the measurable functions
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QηA0f( q, u( q)) for a sequence η →∞ (by an argument analogous to Lemma 2.14, −QηA0f is
a normal integrand).
3. Proof of the lower bound
To show the lower bound we follow a classical Young measure approach, which requires
two important technical tools, a decomposition lemma and a localization result. Let us
remark that the proofs in this section are all of local nature and therefore do not require the
existence of approximate extensions as in Assumption A3. A major difficulty results from
the fact that owing to the non-constant rank nature of general A0, a projection operator
onto A0-free vector fields satisfying good estimates (in the sense of Theorem 2.8) does not
seem to exist in general.
3.1. Equiintegrability. The decomposition lemma of Fonseca and Mu¨ller [16] generalizes
the original work in the gradient setting (cf. Lemma 1.2 of [17], a similar result was also
obtained by Kristensen [23]) to the context of A-free fields.
Lemma 3.1 (adapted from Lemma 2.15 of [16]). Let 1 ≤ q < p < ∞ and suppose
that (uj)j is a bounded sequence in L
p(Qd;Rm) with uj ⇀ u in Lp(Qd;Rm) and Auj → 0
in W−1,p(Qd;Rl). Then, uj can be decomposed as
uj = zj + rj ,
where (zj)j ⊂ Lp(Qd;Rm) is a p-equiintegrable sequence that satisfies
Azj = 0 in Td,
∫
Qd
zj dy =
∫
Qd
u dy, for all j ∈ N,
and (rj)j ⊂ Lp(Qd;Rm) is such that rj → 0 in Lq(Qd;Rm) as j →∞.
Equiintegrability in the context of thin films with functionals depending on gradients was
first studied in [2], an elegant alternative proof is given in [8]. The following result is the
appropriate generalization of Lemma 3.1 to the context of dimension reduction problems
with parameter-dependent operators. It involves the essential cut-off that is needed for the
localization procedure in Proposition 3.5.
Theorem 3.2 (Decomposition lemma). Let 1 ≤ q < p < ∞ and εj ↓ 0 as j →
∞. Further, suppose that A satisfies Assumptions A1 and A2, and assume that (uj)j is a
bounded sequence in Lp(Qd;Rm) with
uj ⇀ 0 in L
p(Qd;Rm) and Aεjuj → 0 in W−1,p(Qd;Rl).
Then,
uj = wj + rj ,
where (wj)j ⊂ Lp(Qd;Rm) is a p-equiintegrable sequence that satisfies
A0wj → 0 in W−1,q(Td;Rl),
∫
Qd
wj dy = 0 for all j ∈ N,
and (rj)j ⊂ Lp(Qd;Rm) is such that rj → 0 in Lq(Qd;Rm) as j →∞.
Proof. We observe that Aεjuj → 0 in W−1,p(Qd;Rl) implies
A0uj → 0 in W−1,p(Qd;Rl) (3.1)
as j →∞. Indeed, with the notation of Section 2.4, in particular (2.3), and
A0 =
[
(A0)+
(A0)−
]
,
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it holds that
(A0)+uj = A(d)+ ∂duj = εj(Aεj )+uj − εjA′+uj → 0 in W−1,p(Qd;Rr),
since ‖A′+uj‖W−1,p(Qd;Rr) ≤ c ‖uj‖Lp(Qd;Rm) ≤ c, and
(A0)−uj = A′−uj = (Aεj )−uj → 0 in W−1,p(Qd;Rl−r)
as j →∞. This proves (3.1). By truncation one finds a p-equiintegrable sequence (zj)j with
zj − uj → 0 in Lq(Qd;Rm). Then,
A0zj → 0 in W−1,q(Qd;Rl), (3.2)
and zj → 0 in W−1,p(Qd;Rm) as j → ∞. The latter results from zj ⇀ 0 in Lp(Qd;Rm)
together with the compact embedding Lp(Qd;Rm) ↪→W−1,p(Qd;Rm).
Performing a suitable cut-off allows us to switch from W−1,q(Qd;Rl) to W−1,q(Td;Rl) in
(3.2). For all ϕ ∈ C∞c (Qd; [0, 1]) we argue that
A0(ϕzj) = ϕA0zj +
d∑
k=1
A
(k)
0 zj∂kϕ → 0 in W−1,q(Td;Rl) as j →∞. (3.3)
Indeed, the convergence of the first term is due to the sequence of truncated functions (zj)j
satisfying (3.2) in combination with the fact that ϕ has compact support in Qd. Moreover,
since zj → 0 in W−1,p(Qd;Rm), also the second term in (3.3) converges to zero.
We may now pick a sequence (ϕj)j ⊂ C∞c (Qd; [0, 1]) of cut-off functions with ϕj → 1 for
j → ∞ such that (vj)j ⊂ Lp(Qd;Rm) defined by vj = ϕjzj is a p-equiintegrable sequence
and satisfies
vj ⇀ 0 in L
q(Qd;Rm) and A0vj → 0 in W−1,q(Td;Rl).
Finally, setting wj = vj −
∫
Qd
vj dy and rj = uj − wj for all j ∈ N provides the sought
sequences. 
3.2. Localization via Young measures. We start this section by presenting a formulation
of the fundamental theorem on Young measures that will be needed in the sequel. For more
general statements and proofs the reader is referred for instance to [29, 32].
Theorem 3.3 (Fundamental Theorem on Young measures). Suppose U ⊂ Rd is
an open, bounded set and let the sequence (zj)j be bounded in L
1(U ;Rm). Then there exist
a subsequence (zj)j (not relabeled) and a weak∗ measurable map ν : U → M1(Rm), where
M1(Rm) denotes the space of probability measures on Rm, such that the following holds:
(i) For all g ∈ C0(Rm)
g(zj)
∗
⇁
(
x 7→ 〈g, νx〉
)
in L∞(U), where 〈g, νx〉 =
∫
Rm
g(y) dνx(y).
(ii) Let f ∈ C(Rm). Then
f(zj) ⇀
(
x 7→ 〈f, νx〉
)
in L1(U) if (f(zj))j is equiintegrable.
(iii) If f : U × Rm → R is Carathe´odory and bounded from below, then
lim inf
j→∞
∫
U
f
(
x, zj(x)
)
dx ≥
∫
U
〈f(x, q), νx〉 dx.
The map ν is called the Young measure generated by the sequence (zj)j . We will be using
the shorthand notation
zj
Y→ (νx)x∈U .
A proof of the following result can be found in Proposition 2.4 of [16].
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Lemma 3.4. With U as in Theorem 3.3, let (zj)j and (wj)j be bounded sequences in
L1(U ;Rm) such that (zj)j generates the Young measure (νx)x∈U and wj → 0 in measure for
j →∞. Then
zj + wj
Y→ (νx)x∈U .
Next, we employ the blow-up technique to prove the following localization result, which
is necessary for obtaining Jensen-type inequalities. These in turn will then imply the liminf-
inequality. Notice that in comparison to Proposition 3.8 in [16], we do not need p-equi-
integrability of (uj)j .
Proposition 3.5 (Localization). Let 1 ≤ q < p < ∞. Suppose (uj)j ⊂ Lp(Ω1;Rm) is
a sequence such that uj ⇀ u in L
p(Ω1;Rm) and Aεjuj → 0 in W−1,p(Ω1;Rl) as j → ∞,
where εj ↓ 0. Further, let (νx)x∈Ω1 be the Young measure generated by (uj)j. Then, for
almost every a ∈ Ω1 there exist a subsequence of (εj)j (not relabeled) and a p-equiintegrable
sequence (zj)j ⊂ Lp(Qd;Rm) with A0zj → 0 in W−1,q(Td;Rl) such that∫
Qd
zj dy = u(a) for j ∈ N,
and (zj)j generates the homogeneous Young measure (νa)y∈Qd , i.e. zj
Y→ (νa)y∈Qd .
Proof. Assume L and C are countable dense subsets of L1(Qd) and C0(Rm), respectively,
which determine the Young measure convergence, i.e. for a sequence (vj)j ⊂ Lp(Qd;Rm)
the validity of∫
Qd
ψ(y)g(vj(y)) dy →
∫
Qd
ψ(y) 〈g, µy〉 dy for all ψ ∈ L, g ∈ C
with a weak∗ measurable µ : Qd → M1(Rm) implies vj Y→ (µy)y∈Qd . Without loss of
generality the elements of L are smooth up to the boundary of Qd.
By Ω0 ⊂ Ω1 we denote the set of points a ∈ Ω1 that are Lebesgue points for the functions
x 7→ 〈id, νx〉 = u(x), x 7→ 〈g, νx〉, and x 7→
∫
Rd | q|p dνx. In particular,
lim
R→0
∫
Qd
∣∣〈g, νa+Ry〉 − 〈g, νa〉∣∣ dy = 0 for all g ∈ C. (3.4)
By standard results in measure theory, |Ω0| = |Ω1|.
Now fix a ∈ Ω0. For R > 0 sufficiently small, i.e. R small enough such that a+RQd ⊂⊂
Ω1, we define
uR,j(y) = uj(a+Ry)− 〈id, νa〉, y ∈ Qd.
Then, Theorem 3.3 (i) in combination with Lebesgue’s convergence theorem and (3.4) implies
for all ψ ∈ L and all g ∈ C that
lim
R→0
lim
j→∞
∫
Qd
ψ(y)g
(
uR,j(y) + 〈id, νa〉
)
dy = lim
R→0
lim
j→∞
∫
Qd
ψ(y)g
(
uj(a+Ry)
)
dy
= lim
R→0
∫
Qd
ψ(y)〈g, νa+Ry〉 dy = 〈g, νa〉
∫
Qd
ψ(y) dy. (3.5)
By a similar argument we deduce that
lim
R→0
lim
j→∞
‖uR,j + 〈id, νa〉‖Lp(Qd;Rm)
exists and is finite. Observe also that uR,j ⇀ 0 in L
p(Qd;Rm) as j →∞ and R→ 0 (in this
order), by an argument analogous to (3.5) with g = id. Next, we will show that
lim
R→0
lim
j→∞
‖AεjuR,j‖W−1,p(Qd;Rl) = 0. (3.6)
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If not stated otherwise, the supremum in the following estimate is taken with respect to
v ∈W 1,p′0 (Qd;Rl) with ‖v‖W 1,p′ (Qd;Rl) ≤ 1. So,
‖AεjuR,j‖W−1,p(Qd;Rl) = sup
∣∣∣∣∫
Qd
uj(a+Ry) · ATεjv(y) dy
∣∣∣∣
= R−d sup
∣∣∣∣∫
a+RQd
uj(x) · (ATεjv)
(x− a
R
)
dx
∣∣∣∣
≤ cR sup
{ ∣∣∣∣∫
Ω1
uj · ATεjz dx
∣∣∣∣ : z ∈W 1,p′0 (Ω1;Rl), ‖z‖W 1,p′ (Ω1;Rl) ≤ 1}
= cR ‖Aεjuj‖W−1,p(Ω1;Rl).
Taking the limit j →∞ makes the above expression tend to zero for any fixed R and (3.6)
is proven.
In view of (3.5) and (3.6) we can finally extract a diagonal sequence (uk)k ⊂ Lp(Qd;Rm)
that satisfies
(i) uk ⇀ 0 in L
p(Qd;Rm),
(ii) Aεkuk → 0 in W−1,p(Qd;Rl),
(iii)
∫
Qd
ψ(y)g(uk(y) + 〈id, νa〉) dy → 〈g, νa〉
∫
Qd
ψ(y) dy for all ψ ∈ L, g ∈ C.
By Theorem 3.2 there exists a p-equiintegrable sequence (zk)k ⊂ Lp(Qd;Rm) withA0zk →
0 in W−1,q(Td;Rl) and
‖uk + 〈id, νa〉 − zk‖Lq(Qd;Rm) → 0 as j →∞, (3.7)
satisfying
∫
Qd
zk dy = 〈id, νa〉 = u(a). Finally, (iii) implies that the homogeneous Young
measure (νa)y∈Qd is generated by the sequence (uk + 〈id, νa〉)k, so that in view of (3.7) and
Lemma 3.4,
zk
Y→ (νa)y∈Qd .
This concludes the proof. 
3.3. Liminf-inequality. Finally, we are in the position to prove the lim inf-inequality of
Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (i). The inclusion u ∈ U0 is easy to show, just compare the definitions
of Aε and A0 in (2.2), and use the weak Lp-convergence of uj to u. After extracting a subse-
quence (not relabeled) we may further assume that lim infj→∞ Fεj [uj ] = limj→∞ Fεj [uj ] <
∞ and uj Y→ (νx)x∈Ω1 .
Since by assumption f is Carathe´odory and bounded from below in view of (1.3), Theo-
rem 3.3 (iii) yields
lim inf
j→∞
∫
Ω1
f
(
x, uj(x)
)
dx ≥
∫
Ω1
〈f(x, q), νx〉 dx. (3.8)
The essential step is now to derive the appropriate Jensen-type inequalities for almost every
a ∈ Ω1. As we will see, they follow from the localization principle proved in Proposition 3.5
in conjunction with the properties of the asymptotic A0-quasiconvex envelope of f .
From Proposition 3.5 we obtain for almost every a ∈ Ω1 a p-equiintegrable sequence
(zj)j ⊂ Lp(Qd;Rm) with A0zj → 0 in W−1,1(Td;Rl) that generates the homogeneous
Young measure (νa)y∈Qd and satisfies
∫
Qd
zj dy = u(a). Let us fix such an a ∈ Ω1 with
f(a, q) ∈ C(Rm). By the growth conditions on f , the sequence (f(a, zj))j is equiintegrable,
so that the fundamental theorem on Young measures, Theorem 3.3 (ii), gives
〈f(a, q), νa〉 = lim
j→∞
∫
Qd
f
(
a, zj(y)
)
dy. (3.9)
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Accounting for the properties of Q∞A0f(a, q) leads to
lim inf
j→∞
∫
Qd
f
(
a, zj(y)
)
dy = lim inf
j→∞
−
∫
Qd
f
(
a, zj(y)− u(a) + u(a)
)
dy
≥ lim
η→∞Q
η
A0f
(
a, u(a)
)
≥ Q∞A0f
(
a, u(a)
)
. (3.10)
Combining (3.9) and (3.10), we find
〈f(a, q), νa〉 ≥ Q∞A0f(a, u(a)).
Consequently, in view of (3.8) this implies
lim inf
j→∞
∫
Ω1
f
(
x, uj(x)
)
dx ≥
∫
Ω1
Q∞A0f
(
x, u(x)
)
dx,
and the assertion follows. 
4. Proof of the upper bound
For the proof of the upper bound we proceed in two steps. First, by using the relaxation
result of Theorem 1.1 in [7] we may reduce our considerations to a functional whose integrand
is already A-quasiconvex, namely
F relε [u] =

∫
Ω1
QAf(x, u(x)) dx if u ∈ Uε,
+∞ otherwise.
Then we construct for every u ∈ U0 a (strongly convergent) thin-film recovery sequence
(uj)j ∈ Uεj for given εj ↓ 0. This is accomplished by passing to a Fourier point of view and
using a convergence of symbols in order to infer strong convergence of the corresponding
projections.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that Assumptions A1, A2, A3 and A4 are satisfied. For u ∈ U0
and εj ↓ 0 as j → ∞, there exists a sequence uj ∈ Uεj (j ∈ N) with uj → u strongly in
Lp(Ω1;Rm) for j →∞.
For the proof of the proposition we will need the auxiliary symbol
A˜0(ξ) :=


[A(d)]iξd if [A
(d)]iξd 6= 0,
d−1∑
k=1
[A(k)]iξk if [A
(d)]iξd = 0,


i=1,...,l
, ξ ∈ Rd,
which differs from A0(ξ) only on the hyperplane where ξd = 0. For ξd = 0 one has A˜0(ξ) =
A′(ξ′). We also denote by P˜0(ξ) the corresponding projection onto ker A˜0(ξ).
Remark 4.2. In contrast to A0(ξ), the “symbol” A˜0(ξ) is not a polynomial and so it does
not correspond to a constant-coefficient differential operator.
We start with the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Under the Assumptions A1 and A2 and with εj ↓ 0 as j → ∞, the symbols
Aεj “converge” for j →∞ to the symbol A˜0 in the sense that Pεj (ξ)→ P˜0(ξ) for all ξ ∈ Rd.
Proof. The case ξd = 0 is clear, and by the positive 0-homogeneity of the projections we
may assume ξ ∈ Sd−1 with ξd 6= 0. In view of (2.4) we know that kerAεj (ξ) = kerAεj (ξ)+,
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if εj is small enough. The basic idea is that we can write the kernel of Aεj (ξ)+ as
kerAεj (ξ)+ =
{
v ∈ Rm : v ⊥ Aεj (ξ)
i
|Aεj (ξ)i|
for all i = 1, . . . , r
}
, (4.1)
where Aεj (ξ)i denotes the ith row of Aεj (ξ) (or Aεj (ξ)+). Notice that for sufficiently small
εj it holds that |Aεj (ξ)i| 6= 0.
We then show that for j → ∞, the kernel in (4.1) converges (in the sense that the
projections converge) to the kernel of A˜0(ξ)+, which coincides with ker A˜0(ξ) by Lemma 2.3.
Since εAε(ξ)+ → A(d)+ ξd for ε→ 0,
lim
j→∞
Aεj (ξ)i
|Aεj (ξ)i|
=
[A(d)]iξd
|[A(d)]iξd| =
A0(ξ)i
|A0(ξ)i| =
A˜0(ξ)i
|A˜0(ξ)i|
(4.2)
for all i = 1, . . . , r.
In the spirit of the Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization procedure, we inductively define for
i = 1, . . . , r the set of vectors
vij :=
Aεj (ξ)i
|Aεj (ξ)i|
−
i−1∑
k=1
(
vkj ·
Aεj (ξ)k
|Aεj (ξ)k|
)
vkj ,
wij :=
vij
|vij |
.
Notice that the wij are well-defined since the rows of Aεj (ξ)+ are linearly independent, and
therefore the vij are never zero. Analogously, define the collections v
i
0, w
i
0 (i = 1, . . . , r), but
with Aεj (ξ)i replaced by A˜0(ξ)i = [A(d)]iξd.
By construction, the wij (i = 1, . . . , r) for fixed j ∈ N form an orthonormal system (the
same holds true for the wi0), and (4.2) implies that as j →∞,
wij → wi0 for all i = 1, . . . , r. (4.3)
We may write the projections Pεj (ξ) and P˜0(ξ) for any v ∈ Rm as
Pεj (ξ)v = v −
r∑
k=1
(v · wij)wij , P˜0(ξ)v = v −
r∑
k=1
(v · wi0)wi0,
and use (4.3) to conclude that Pεj (ξ)v → P˜0(ξ)v for j →∞. 
We can now turn to the proof of Proposition 4.1.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. The proof is divided into several steps.
Step 1: Approximative extension to Td. Take u ∈ U0. By Assumption A3, we find
v ∈ Lp(Td;Rm) with A0v = 0 in Td and v close to u in the Lp(Ω1;Rm)-norm (recall that
without loss of generality we assume ω ⊂⊂ Qd−1). If we can show the assertion for v, then
we may conclude the statement of the theorem by a diagonal argument.
Step 2: Splitting of v. First additionally assume that v is smooth. The A0-freeness of v
implies
A0(ξ)vˆ(ξ) = 0 for all ξ ∈ Zd.
Now split vˆ into
vˆ(1)(ξ) :=
{
vˆ(ξ) if ξd 6= 0,
0 if ξd = 0,
and vˆ(2)(ξ) :=
{
0 if ξd 6= 0,
vˆ(ξ) if ξd = 0,
so that
v = v(1) + v(2).
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The functions v(1), v(2) are still smooth and satisfy A0v(1) = A0v(2) = 0 in Td. The smooth-
ness follows for example by observing that
v(2)(x) = v(2)(x′) =
∫ 1
0
v(x′, s) ds, x ∈ Qd,
which can be proved by comparing Fourier coefficients.
We will now show the existence of sequences (v
(1)
j )j and (v
(2)
j )j with v
(1)
j → v(1), v(2)j →
v(2) strongly in Lp(Qd;Rm) as j →∞ and Aεjv(1)j = 0 in Td, Aεjv(2)j = 0 in Qd.
Step 3: The part v(1). For v(1) we have
A˜0(ξ)vˆ(1)(ξ) = 0 for all ξ ∈ Zd.
Set
v
(1)
j := Pεjv(1), i.e. vˆ(1)j (ξ) = Pεj (ξ)vˆ(1)(ξ),
where Pεj is the projection onto the kernel of Aεj as in Theorem 2.8; we let Pεj (0) = Im
with Im the identity map on Rm.
Recall that for smooth functions the Fourier inversion formula holds, so that
v
(1)
j (x) =
∑
ξ∈Zd
vˆ
(1)
j (ξ)e
2piix·ξ =
∑
ξ∈Zd
Pεj (ξ)vˆ(1)(ξ)e2piix·ξ, x ∈ Qd.
Thus, ∥∥v(1)j − v(1)∥∥pLp(Qd;Rm) = ∫
Qd
∣∣∣ ∑
ξ∈Zd\{0}
(
Pεj (ξ)vˆ(1)(ξ)− vˆ(1)(ξ)
)
e2piix·ξ
∣∣∣p dx
≤
[ ∑
ξ∈Zd\{0}
∣∣Pεj (ξ)vˆ(1)(ξ)− vˆ(1)(ξ)∣∣]p. (4.4)
The individual terms of the last sum converge to zero, because
Pεj (ξ)vˆ(1)(ξ)→ P˜0(ξ)vˆ(1)(ξ) = vˆ(1)(ξ) as j →∞,
by Lemma 4.3. Then, the rapid decay of Fourier coefficients of smooth functions together
with the uniform boundedness of the projection matrices Pεj (ξ) allows us to invoke a series
version of Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem to see that the right-hand side in
(4.4) converges to zero as j → ∞. Hence we may conclude that v(1)j → v(1) strongly in
Lp(Qd;Rm).
Step 4: The part v(2). Turning to v(2), we recall that by construction v(2)(x) = v(2)(x′).
We now construct a matrix (A(d))† ∈ Rm×l, which in fact is the Moore–Penrose pseu-
doinverse of A(d), such that
A(d)(A(d))† =
[
Ir 0
0 0
]
∈ Rl×l, (4.5)
where Ir is the identity matrix in Rr×r. Indeed, we observe that A(d)+ ∈ Rr×m has full row-
rank r and is hence surjective as a mapping into Rr. Therefore, one can find (A(d)+ )† ∈ Rm×r
such that A
(d)
+ (A
(d)
+ )
† = Ir. If we set
(A(d))† =
[
(A
(d)
+ )
† 0
]
∈ Rm×l,
we get (4.5).
With (A(d))† at hand, set
v
(2)
j (x) := v
(2)(x′)− εjxd(A(d))†A′v(2)(x′), x ∈ Qd.
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Notice that v
(2)
j /∈ C∞(Td;Rm); by definition v(2)j has a jump in xd-direction over the gluing
boundary. However, v
(2)
j ∈ C∞(Qd;Rm). In view of A(d)− = 0 and the fact that v(2) is
A0-free, we find for x′ ∈ Qd−1 that
A′−v(2)(x′) = (A0)−v(2)(x′) = 0.
Thus,
A(d)(A(d))†A′v(2)(x′) =
[
Ir 0
0 0
]
·
[
A′+v(2)(x′)
0
]
= A′v(2)(x′).
If we apply Aεj to v(2)j , we get for all x ∈ Qd that
Aεjv(2)j (x) = A′v(2)j (x) +
1
εj
A(d)∂dv
(2)
j (x)
= A′v(2)(x′)− εjxdA′
[
(A(d))†A′v(2)](x′)−A(d)(A(d))†A′v(2)(x′)
= A′v(2)(x′)− εjxdA′
[
(A(d))†A′v(2)](x′)−A′v(2)(x′)
= −εjxdA′
[
(A(d))†A′v(2)](x′).
Owing to Assumption A4 and the symmetry of second derivatives,
A′[(A(d))†A′v(2)] = d−1∑
k,l=1
A(k)(A(d))†A(l)∂k∂jv(2) = 0.
So,
Aεjv(2)j = 0 in Qd (classically and distributionally).
Combining this with the observation that v
(2)
j → v(2) in Lp(Qd;Rm) gives the sought recov-
ery sequence for v(2).
Step 5: v non-smooth. If v of Step 1 is not smooth, we take a sequence of smooth
mollifying kernels (ηn)n ⊂ C∞c (Rd) with ηn → δ0 as n→∞ and consider the functions
vn(x) := (ηn ? v)(x) =
∫
Rd
v(x− y)ηn(y) dy, x ∈ Rd,
where v here is considered as a Qd-periodic function on all of Rd. All the vn are smooth, Qd-
periodic and still A0-free on Td, because the operations of convolution and taking derivatives
commute. Hence, the above reasoning applies and we find a recovery sequence for each
vn. Since also vn → v strongly in Lp(Qd;Rm), the existence of a recovery sequence for v
follows by a diagonal argument. By the reasoning in Step 1 this concludes the proof of the
proposition. 
With Proposition 4.1 we finally obtain the upper bound.
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (ii). The proof follows by joining Proposition 4.1 and the relaxation
result of Theorem 1.1 in [7] through a diagonalization procedure.
More precisely, by Proposition 4.1 we find for every u ∈ U0 a sequence uj ∈ Uεj (j ∈ N)
such that uj → u in Lp(Ω1;Rm). Since −QAf is a normal integrand satisfying the growth
condition
−QAf(x, v) ≥ −C(1 + |v|p) for almost every x ∈ Ω1 and all v ∈ Rm,
which is an immediate consequence of (1.3), and owing to the lower semicontinuity of
−QAf(x, q) for almost all x ∈ Ω1, we may infer that the functional v 7→ ∫Ω1 QAf(x, v(x)) dx
is upper semicontinuous with respect to strong convergence in Lp(Ω1;Rm), see for instance
Theorem 6.49 in [14]. Hence,
lim sup
j→∞
∫
Ω1
QAf
(
x, uj(x)
)
dx ≤
∫
Ω1
QAf
(
x, u(x)
)
dx.
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In view of the relaxation result in [7], for each j ∈ N there exists a sequence (ukj )k ⊂ Uεj
with ukj ⇀ uj as k →∞ such that
lim
k→∞
Fεj [u
k
j ] = lim
k→∞
∫
Ω1
f
(
x, ukj (x)
)
dx =
∫
Ω1
QAεj f
(
x, uj(x)
)
dx
=
∫
Ω1
QAf
(
x, uj(x)
)
dx.
Here we used Lemma 2.12, which implies that QAεj f = QAf for all j ∈ N. Finally, we pick
appropriate k(j) for j ∈ N to conclude with the sequence (uk(j)j )j . 
5. A-priori locality of the lower bound implies Γ-convergence
The question of locality of the Γ-limit F0 of Fε is an interesting open problem that was
already pointed out in [3] for the gradient case. If one however a-priori assumes that the
Γ-limit is local (along with some technical requirements), we can prove that the integrand
in F0 can be fully identified and turns out to be equal to the upper bound QAf .
In all of the following, we assume that f is independent of x for simplicity. Consider
f : Rm → R and assume that F0 = Γ-limε→0 Fε exists and is local (see below). Then as a
consequence of Proposition 5.1 below we find that
F0[u] =

∫
Ω1
QAf(u(x)) dx, u ∈ U0,
∞, otherwise.
To show this, let us define for any open subset D of Ω1 and u ∈ U0,
F−0 [u;D] := inf
{
lim inf
j→0
∫
D
f(uj(x)) dx : uj ∈ UDεj , uj ⇀ u in Lp(D;Rm)
}
with UDε := {u ∈ Lp(D;Rm) : Aεu = 0 in D} for ε > 0.
Proposition 5.1. Suppose A and f : Rm → R satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.1 and
QAf is continuous. Let u ∈ U0. If F−0 is a local integral functional, that is, F−0 [u; q] is equal
to a Radon measure absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure restricted
to Ω1, or, more precisely, there exists a function g ∈ L1(Ω1) such that F−0 [u; q] = gLdbΩ1,
then
g(x) = QAf(u(x))
for almost every x ∈ Ω1.
Proof. It is enough to prove g ≥ QAf(u). The other inequality follows directly from Theo-
rem 1.1 (ii). Let x0 ∈ Ω1 be a p-Lebesgue point of u, i.e.
lim
r→0+
1
rn
∫
Q(x0,r)
|u(x)− u(x0)|p dx = 0, (5.1)
where Q(x0, r) := x0 + (−r, r)d. Further, in view of the Besicovitch derivation theorem,
assume
g(x0) = lim
r→0+
F−0 (u;Q(x0, r))
rn
<∞
and suppose that F−0 (u; ∂Q(x0, r)) = 0 for the chosen radii r > 0. For fixed r, we consider
urj ∈ UQ(x0,r)εj (j ∈ N) such that urj ⇀ u in Lp(Q(x0, r);Rm) as j →∞ and
lim
j→∞
∫
Q(x0,r)
f(urj(x)) dx ≤ F−0 [u;Q(x0, r)] + rn+1.
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Then,
g(x0) ≥ lim inf
r→0+
lim
j→∞
1
rn
∫
Q(x0,r)
f(urj(x)) dx = lim inf
r→0+
lim
j→∞
∫
Q(0,1)
f(u(x0) + v
r
j (y)) dy.
In the last equality we performed the change of variables y := (x − x0)/r and set vrj (y) =
urj(x0 + ry) − u(x0) for y ∈ Q(0, 1). Then vrj ⇀ 0 in Lp(Q(0, 1);Rm) as j → ∞, since for
every w ∈ Lp′(Q(0, 1);Rm) one obtains that∣∣∣∣∫
Q(0,1)
vrj (y)w(y) dy
∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣∫
Q(0,1)
(urj(x0 + ry)− u(x0 + ry))w(y) dy
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣∫
Q(0,1)
(u(x0 + ry)− u(x0))w(y) dy
∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣ 1rn
∫
Q(x0,r)
(urj(x)− u(x))w((x− x0)/r) dx
∣∣∣∣
+ ‖w‖Lp′ (Q(0,1);Rm)
(
1
rn
∫
Q(x0,r)
|u(x)− u(x0)|p dx
)1/p
.
Due to the weak convergence of (urj)j to u in L
p(Q(x0, r);Rm) and (5.1), the right-hand
side in the above expression tends to zero for j →∞.
By a diagonalization argument we may now extract a sequence vˆk ∈ UAεj(k) (k ∈ N) such
that vˆk ⇀ 0 in L
p(Q(0, 1);Rm) and
g(x0) ≥ lim
k→∞
∫
Q(0,1)
f(u(x0) + vˆk(y)) dy.
Hence, by the definition of Aεj(k)-quasiconvexity, and with v¯k :=
∫
Q(0,1)
vˆk dy,
g(x0) ≥ lim inf
k→∞
∫
Q(0,1)
QAεj(k) f
(
u(x0) + v¯k + vˆk(y)− v¯k
)
dy
≥ lim inf
k→∞
QAεj(k) f
(
u(x0) + v¯k
)
= lim inf
k→∞
QAf
(
u(x0) + v¯k
)
= QAf(u(x0)).
Here we used that QAεf = QAf for all ε > 0, and v¯k → 0 as k → ∞ together with the
continuity of QAf . This finishes the proof. 
Remark 5.2. Notice that requiring continuity of QAf in Proposition 5.1 is not restrictive
for A = div and A = curl or if f is A-quasiconvex.
6. Application: Thin films in nonlinear elasticity
The energies governing (hyper-)elastic bulk bodies take the form of integral function-
als depending on deformation gradients.Since gradients are essentially the curl-free vector
fields, there is an alternative way of modeling an elastic energy by imposing a suitable PDE
constraint. In what follows we compare these two modeling strategies when passing to the
thin-film limit. It turns out that the curl-free formulation has the advantage of supplying
strictly more information and is in fact equivalent to models accounting for bending through
a so-called Cosserat vector [3, 4].
In this section we work within a three-dimensional setting and assume that Ωε = ω ×
(0, ε) ⊂ R3 models the reference configuration of a film of thickness ε > 0 where the cross
section ω ⊂ R2 is a bounded and simply connected Lipschitz domain. The elastic energy
density f : R3×3 → R is supposed to be continuous and to satisfy p-growth and p-coercivity
in the sense of (1.3). For simplicity we dispense with the explicit dependence of f on the
space variable, which corresponds to assuming a homogeneous material response. A practical
example of such an energy density is f(M) = distp(M,SO(3)) with M ∈ R3×3 and SO(3)
the rotation group. For p = 2 this function f has quadratic growth and meets the usual
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assumptions in geometrically nonlinear elasticity. For example, with the above choice f is
frame indifferent.
A classical starting point for deriving lower dimensional membrane models from 3d elas-
ticity [25, 27, 26, 5] is the energy functional given by
Gclε [v] =
1
ε
∫
Ωε
f
(∇v(y)) dy, v ∈W 1,p(Ωε;R3).
On the other hand, in the approach based on curl-free vector fields we seek to investigate
Gε[K] =

1
ε
∫
Ωε
f(K(y)) dy if curlK = 0 in Ωε,
+∞ otherwise,
(6.1)
with K ∈ Lp(Ωε;R3×3). After the thin-film rescaling (1.2), which allows us to work on the
fixed domain Ω1, the energy G
cl
ε turns into
F clε [u] =
∫
Ω1
f
(
∇′u(x)
∣∣∣ 1
ε
∂3u(x)
)
dx, u ∈W 1,p(Ω1;R3), (6.2)
where we use the notation ∇′u = (∂1u | ∂2u), while in (6.1) the change of variables (1.2)
together with H(x) = K(y) = K(x′, εxd) for x ∈ Ω1 implies
Fε[H] =

∫
Ω1
f
(
H(x)
)
dx if curlεH = 0 in Ω1,
+∞ otherwise,
H ∈ Lp(Ω1;R3×3).
The reduced limit functional F cl0 , obtained by Γ-convergence of the family F
cl
ε regarding
the weak W 1,p-topology, is given by F cl0 : W
1,p(ω;R3)→ R with
F cl0 [u] =
∫
ω
Q2
(
min
b∈R3
f
(
∂1u(x
′)
∣∣∂2u(x′)∣∣b)) dx′, u ∈W 1,p(ω;R3).
Here Q2h stands for the operation of quasiconvexification in two dimensions of a function
h : R2 → R. For the proofs and further details we refer to [25, 5].
Accounting for Example 2.7.2 (with d = 3, n = 1 and curl interpreted as ∇×) and under
the additional assumption that f is asymptotically curl0-quasiconvex, i.e. f = Q∞curl0f , the
Γ-limit F0 of Fε regarding weak convergence in L
p can be computed by Theorem 1.1 and
Remark 2.13, whereby we find
F0[H] =

∫
Ω1
f
(
H(x)
)
dx if H ∈ UF0 ,
+∞ otherwise,
(6.3)
with
UF0 :=
{
H ∈ Lp(Ω1;R3×3) : curl0H = 0 in Ω1
}
=
{
H ∈ Lp(Ω1;R3×3) : H = (∇′h|H3), h ∈W 1,p(ω;R3), H3 ∈ Lp(Ω1;R3)
}
.
Notice that in contrast to F cl0 , the Γ-limit F0 is substantially three-dimensional, and therefore
contains strictly more information than the purely two-dimensional F cl0 .
Summarizing, the essential drawback of the classical approach is that the information
about the weak limit of 1ε∂3uε is lost as ε→ 0. For this reason the authors of [4, 3] provide
an extended analysis of the gradient formulation that keeps track of exactly this quantity,
which is called the Cosserat vector and reveals additional insight into bending behavior
beyond mere dimension reduction. In fact, Bouchitte´, Fonseca and Mascarenhas [4] study
the (already rescaled) functional Iε[u, b] : W
1,p(Ω1;R3)× Lp(Ω1;R3)→ R defined as
Iε[u, b] =

∫
Ω1
f
(
∇′u(x)
∣∣∣ 1
ε
∂3u(x)
)
dx if b = 1ε∂3u,
+∞ otherwise,
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and give a representation of the Γ-limit I0 as ε tends to 0. They conjectured that I0 is
nonlocal in general, but were able to find an integral representation for the special class of
cross-quasiconvex integrands. We point out that cross-quasiconvexity first appeared in the
literature under the name “joint quasiconvexity/convexity”, see [12]. Here we give only the
definition and refer to [27, 4, 3] for further details.
Definition 6.1. A function f¯ : Rm×(d−1) × Rm → R is called cross-quasiconvex, if
−
∫
Qd−1
f¯(V +∇w(x′), v + z(x′)) dx′ ≥ f¯(V, v) (6.4)
for all (V, v) ∈ Rm×(d−1) × Rm and all w ∈ C∞(Td−1;Rm) and z ∈ C∞(Td−1;Rm) with∫
Qd−1 z dx
′ = 0.
Remark 6.2. If f¯ is a continuous function satisfying the growth condition |f¯(V, v)| ≤
C(1 + |(V, v)|p) for all (V, v) ∈ Rm×(d−1) × Rm, then by a density argument (6.4) holds for
all w ∈W 1,p(Td−1;Rm) and all z ∈ Lp(Qd−1;Rm) with zero mean value.
The next lemma establishes the relation between cross- and curl0-quasiconvexity.
Lemma 6.3. A function f : R3×3 → R is curl0-quasiconvex if and only if f¯ : R3×2×R3 →
R defined through f¯(V, v) = f(V |v) with V ∈ R3×2 and v ∈ R3 is cross-quasiconvex.
Proof. First, assume that f¯ is cross-quasiconvex. Let (V |v) ∈ R3×3 andW ∈ C∞(T3;R3×3)∩
kerT3 curl0 with
∫
Q3
W dx = 0. Then, W can be respresented as W = (∇w|z) with
w ∈ C∞(T2;R3) and z ∈ C∞(T3;R3) such that ∫
Q3
z dx = 0, and
−
∫
Q3
f
(
(V |v) +W (x)) dx = −∫
Q3
f¯
(
V +∇w(x′), v + z(x)) dx.
Since f¯ is convex in its second argument by Proposition 4.4 of [27], we may apply Jensen’s
inequality to infer
−
∫
Q3
f
(
(V |v) +W (x)) dx ≥ −∫
Q2
f¯
(
V +∇w(x′), v +
∫ 1
0
z(x′, x3) dx3
)
dx′
≥ f¯(V, v) = f(V |v).
For the last inequality we used that the mapping x′ → ∫ 1
0
z(x′, x3) dx3 lies in C∞(T2;R3)
with mean value zero and exploited the cross-quasiconvexity of f¯ .
If f is curl0-quasiconvex we find for w ∈ C∞(T2;Rm) and z ∈ C∞(T2;Rm) with
∫
Q2
z dx =
0 (both identified with their constant extensions in the x3-variable) that curl0(∇w|z) = 0 in
T3 and
∫
Q3
(∇w|z) dx = 0. Hence, for any (V, v) ∈ R3×2 × R3,
−
∫
Q2
f¯
(
V +∇w(x′), v + z(x′)) dx′ = −∫
Q3
f
(
(V |v) + (∇w(x)|z(x))) dx ≥ f(V |v) = f¯(V, v),
which shows the cross-quasiconvexity of f¯ . 
Observing that
Iε[u, b] = Fε[H] for H = [∇′u | b] ∈ Lp(Ω1;R3×3), (6.5)
we find that Fε represents an equivalent formulation for the elastic energy in the model
with bending moment. Then, with regard to (6.5) and (6.3), Theorem 1.1 has the following
implication (compare Theorem 2.2/Proposition 2.4 of [4]).
Corollary 6.4. Let f be asymptotically curl0-quasiconvex, i.e. f = Q∞curl0f , and satisfy
(1.3). Then, the Γ-limit with respect to weak convergence in W 1,p(Ω1;R3) × Lp(Ω1;R3) of
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the functional Iε as ε→ 0 is given by I0 : W 1,p(ω;R3)× Lp(Ω1;R3)→ R with
I0[u, b] =
∫
Ω1
f
(∇′u(x′) ∣∣ b(x)) dx = ∫ 1
0
∫
ω
f
(∇′u(x′) ∣∣ b(x′, x3)) dx′ dx3.
Hence, Theorem 1.1 can be viewed as an extension of the results on thin films with
Cosserat vector in the gradient setting to the context of problems on A-free vector fields.
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